Abstract. In [5] H. A. Wilbrink proved that a certain class of Minkowski planes induce nearaffine planes. Of course, this class contains all Minkowski planes over fields. But only Minkowski planes of order 3 and 4 induce nearaffine planes which are also Minkowski planes (moreover they are afHne planes, too).
Basic concept
Let EE be a set of points provided with a family A of subsets called circles, and two other families E+, £_ of subsets called (+)generators and (-)generators, respectively. Elements of U will just be called generators. (T) Given a circle A, a point P € A and a point Q 0 A with P and Q not on a generator, there is one and only one circle /x through Q such that An/i = {P}. Proof. The proof of the first part is classical (one must verify axioms of an affine plane -cf. [1] ). In order to demonstrate the last part, note that three points of (A fl lip) U {ooi, 002} cannot be on a line obtained from a circle passing through P (because of (M4)) nor on a line obtained from a generator (because of (M5)). For every point Q G Aflllp a line obtained from a circle /z such that /if1A = {Q}, P G /x is a unique tangent in Q. Let i) Pi > Qi = <7* for some o\ G E+ (cri G S_). Then P2 ><32 = for some a2 G 2+ (02 € respectively),
Then there exists P3 t> Q3 such that Pi > Qi n P3 > Q3 = 0 = P2 > Q2 H P3 > Q3, and P3, Pj (i = 1,2) are on a common generator.
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• -points of a Minkowski plane O -points of a circle (P + ,P~,Q)
• -points of {P} u (P\P-,Q) 
be points as in (A). If PI € (P2 + ,P2",Q2) and P 2 € (Pi~, Pf, Qi) then circles A and as described in (A), exist.
Corollary 5. If M is a Minkowski plane over a field then every point Z induces a nearaffine plane M z and for every point W, planes M z and M w are isomorphic.
Proof. By Corollary 2, it is enough to consider the conditions (A) and (B) with respect to (i.e. Z = (00,00)). Let us denote Pf = (00,pf),
A circle A touching (Pf,P{ ,Qi) in Pf and touching (P2 + , Pf, Q 2 ) in P2 + must be given by
* -points of X @ -points of (i Fig. 3 The latter equality implies that a circle /J, given by
is touching {Pf,P{,Qi) in Pf and touching (P 2 + ,P 2~, Q 2 ) in P 0 . Thus (A) holds. If now Pi € (P 2 + ,P 2~, Q 2 ) and P 2 € (P^.Pf ,Qi), where Pj = {Pi ,p~i) then using the equation of (PJ + , P~, Qi), i = 1,2, we have Because of Definition 5, only circles not passing through Pi6 are used to construct the nearaffine plane M Pl6 . So Table 1 presents all such circles and the way to obtain the lines determined by them in One can easily verify that every class of congruent circles consists of three elements, e.g. [Aija; = {Ai, An, A15}. Therefore the lines are straight, by Corollary 8. Let us identify every class with the set of points belonging to the line determined The set of all circles not passing through P25 = 00) and the construction of the line determined by a circle, are presented in Table 2 . Now every class of congruent circles consists of four elements, e.g.
[Ai]^ = {Ai, Ai6, A34, A43}. Hence the lines obtained from circles are straight, by Corollary 8. Identifying each class with the set of points belonging to each of its elements, we obtain ai = {Pl,P6,-Pl2,Pl 5 }, <*2 = {Pl,P7,PlO,Pl6}, C*3 = {Pi, P8, Pll, Pu}, c*4 = {P2,P5,Pii,Pi6}, <*5 = {P 3 ,P 5 ,Pl2,Pl4}, <*6 = {P 4 ,P5,PlO,Pl 5 }, a 7 = {P 4 , P 7 , P 9 , P14}, ag = {P 2 , P 8 , P 9 , P15}, a 9 = {P 3 , P 6 , P 9 , Pie}, <*io = {P 3 ,P8,Pio,Pi3}, a n = {P4,P6,Pll,Pl 3 }, «12 -{P2,Pr,Pu,Pi3}.
Further we have straight lines <r*l = {Pi,P 2 ,P 3 ,P 4 }, V*2 = {P 5 ,P6,P7,P 8 }, a* 3 = {P 9 ,PlO,Pll,Pl2},a: = {Pl3,Pl4,Pl5,Pl6}, = {Pl,P 5 ,P 9 ,Pl3}, T 2 * = {P 2 ,P 6 ,PlO,Pl4}, r 3 * = {P 3 ,P 7 ,Pn,Pi5}, t\ = {P 4 ,P 8 ,Pi2,Pi6}.
Thus for n' = n P25 = {Pi,...,Pie}, E'+ = E'_ = {r*,r2 ,r|,r 4 } and A' = {ai, <22,..., ai 2 } we have obtained a Minkowski plane M' = (II', E' + , E'_, A') of order 3. Really, axioms (M1)-(M3), (M5) are obvious. In order to prove (M4) note that every three points of IIp 25 , no two of which on common generator, uniquely determine the 4-th point and these four points constitute a circle cti for some i = 1, 2,..., 12 (see Figure 5 ).
Analogously as Corollary 9 we obtain 
